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Technology is a revelation and construct of human existing. At the 
contemporary era, The best marked merit of Internet and Virtual Technology is 
laying a foundation and fabricating a gigantic living appliance cover with globality 
and another space-time survival. Virtual survival that lives with Internet as a 
modern extending and transcending to Real survival is becoming a choice and 
indispensability. Virtual Reality is an expanding or deducting to reality and is a 
epitome or agglomeration of reality and is spreading Popper's World 3 out. Virtual 
identity and Virtual intercourse are advancing the Cassirer’s theory of an animal of 
symbols to Symbols practice and are proving the essential of Virtual survival is 
symbol being and its experience basing on Internet and Virtual technology. By dint 
of that Human brings forth existent brightness and extends freedom and carries out 
survival transition.Virtual survival bears immanence conjunction with Modernity.The 
Modernity that Virtual survival shows itself is not virtual or simply transplanted 
but is an aggregation and construct of the present age Modernity. And it creates 
bran-new Internet Logos and virtual Subjects. The inherence contradiction of 
Virtual survival which ineluctability has technology abuse obviously protrudes 
much more the survival antinomy of the Modernity. It not only is a scale-up 
exhibition of all contrary of Virtual community, but also is substantively a 
refraction of Human realistic conflict. It contains and is likely to bring on more 
complicated realism problem. Actually, the inherence contradiction of Virtual 
survival roots reality society. All kinds of subjects of virtual connection are 
practical men with flesh and blood all the same. The harmonious society involves 
realistic and virtual harmonious. Realistic and virtual harmonious is an important 
value goal. The virtual harmonious is a rational refraction of harmonious society 
and is an important tache of harmonious socialistic society. So, we must confirm 
the borderline and extension between Realistic survival and Virtual survival. We 
must reject the temptability of Virtual. Do not treat Virtual as realism or treat 















we must construct a self-identity new pattern and mechanism of order and 
toleration and diversification to accelerate compatibly and balance and 
complementariness between realistic and virtual self-identity. We must discern the 
rule and carry out each criterion to accelerate the trust and identify with Internet 
construction. We must seek and keep accrete, harmonious and balance between 
Realistic survival and Virtual survival. It can bring Virtual survival into natural life 
path and can availably eliminate chaos or confusion which virtual existence could 
make. It can improve realistic condition to accelerate intergrowth and function 
harmoniously between Realistic survival and Virtual survival in order to realize 
bardian freedom development and more abundant society connection and 
all-around development of human species essence in Internet environment. 
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常生活。根据中国互联网络信息中心（CNNIC） 新统计，截至 2008 年 6 月底，
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